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A white Christian leader from 
Texas wrote to Dr. King, “all 
Christians know that the 
colored people will receive 
equal rights eventually, but it is 
possible that you are in too 
great a religious hurry. It has 
taken Christianity almost two 
thousand years to accomplish 
what it has. The teachings of  
Christ take time to come to 
earth.”

Dr. King found irrational (and 
correctly so) the idea that 
“something in the very flow of  
time [will] inevitably cure all 
ills.” He wrote that:

“…time itself  is neutral; it can 
be used either constructively or 
destructively…human progress 
never rolls in on wheels of  
inevitability; it comes through 
the tireless efforts of  men 
willing to be co workers with 
God, and without this hard 
work, time itself  becomes an 
ally of  the forces of  social 
stagnation. We must use time 
creatively, in the knowledge that 
the time is always ripe to do 
right.”

Too often, I think we have the 
same idea as those white 
clergymen in 1963: if  we are 
patient, things will work 
themselves out. But willthey? 
Dr. King and his allies had 
spent years suffering at the 
hands of  oppressors and time 
wasn’t making them any less 
racist or oppressive. It was 
almost a full decade after the 
U.S. Supreme Court began 
striking down segregation laws 
and Southern leaders were 
arresting children for peaceably 
demonstrating. They were 
kicking old men and pushing 
down old women. They were 
turning their firehoses and 
attack dogs on demonstrators of  
all ages. Was time REALLY 
going to cure those ills?

As Dr. King correctly noted, it 
wasn’t about time curing things. 
The clergymen and their allies 
just wanted to avoid controversy 
and difficulty. They preferred a 
“negative peace”—the absence 
of  tension—to the positive peace 
of  justice. Thankfully, our society 
has moved past the firehoses and 
attack dogs of  Birmingham, but 
when it comes to difficult 
decisions, how often are we still 
like those white clergymen and 
their allies, the “white moderate” 
of  Dr. King’s letter?

How often do we remain silent 
to avoid rocking the boat? 
Smalltowns are small places, but 
true leadership requires a 
willingness to speak up when it 
matters. We might go to church 
or socialize with fellow members 
of  an elected board, but that 
doesn’t mean they’re always right 
or that we’re always right. Going 
along to get along makes life 
easier on us personally, but is it 
the right thing to do when every 
member of  the community is 
affected by our decisions? 

Dr. King was less frustrated 
with the Ku Klux Klan than he 
was with the white moderate. He 
knew that the Klansman would 
stand up and be counted, no 
matter how wrong they were. 
The moderate wouldn’t stand up 
and be counted at all. When it 
comes to the future of  our 
communities, if  we truly want to 
change things, tough decisions 
must assuredly be made. It might 
require rocking the boat. Going 
along to get along might not 
work. Will we be true leaders 
who are willing to stand up and 
be counted?

James Decker is a lawyer, 
farmer, and mayor in Stamford, 
Texas, and the creator of  the 
forthcoming “West of  98” 
podcast and website. He may be 
contacted through Facebook at 
facebook.com/james.decker.
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